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Is there a living heart that 
has not been touched by the 
whispers and soft beauty of 

autumn? In this issue of Prabha, 
we explore, among many other 

things, all the emotions 
surrounding the season 
that sets every poet’s 

heart aflame
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the 
authors. They do not reflect the opinions or views of the Foundation or its members.
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Autumn is often viewed as the prelude to winter, which, for 
many, is a symbol of difficult times. But this brief period 
of transition between the summer and winter months is 

also when nature is at its fullest. For some, autumn signifies the 
hope for a second chance, a promise of new beginnings, while, 
for others, it is a dirge to announce the death of dreams and 
aspirations. No matter how one looks at it, autumn remains that 
brief mystical respite that causes one to pause, look back and take 
stock of the year gone by. As we move towards the completion of 
another year, we ought to remember Shelley’s immortal words: 
“If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?” Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation celebrates this spirit of hope, as you will find as you 
move through the pages of this issue of Prabha. 

You can also read about our celebrations on the completion of 
50 sessions of Kalam in the city of Patna, by staging a play to pay 
homage to the First Lady of Indian Cinema, Devika Rani, one 
among many remarkable women who have made India proud. 
And with October 11 having been celebrated as the International 
Day of the Girl Child across the world, it is time to renew our 
vows to help girl children blossom into brilliant women with 
minds of their own. This issue also carries conversations with 
pioneering women such as Barkha Dutt, Shrayana Bhattacharya, 
Bhawana Somaaya and Aanchal Malhotra. We also celebrated the 
International Booker Prize winner, Geetanjali Shree. In fact, I had 
the good fortune of speaking to one of India’s greatest musical 
legends, Usha Uthup. In our delightful conversation, we discussed 
her long association with the Foundation and her unique journey 
in the music industry.

As always, several of the Foundation’s events have been enabled 
by the brilliant Ehsaas Women. In this issue, we are thrilled to 
feature the dynamic Ehsaas Women of Hyderabad! We hope 
that you enjoy reading, and don’t forget to write to us with your 
suggestions and feedback at newsletter@pkfoundation.org! 

A Time to Transform

mailto:newsletter@pkfoundation.org
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  WISHES EHSAAS WOMEN BORN IN OCTOBER

Pooja Poddar 
Marwah

Unnati Singh

Sharmita 
Bhinder

Titikssha Shah

Shefali Rawat 
Agarwal

Ruhi Walia Syal

Vedula 
Ramalakshmi

Monica 
Bhagwagar

Deepa Mishra

Piali Ray

Shrishti Trivedi

Sunita 
Shekhawat

Gouri Basu

Anvita Pradhan

22nd October

12th October

10th October2nd October

25th October

12th October

4th October

26th October

13th October 

9th October

27th October

15th October 

30th October

20th October

SNAPSHOT 
OF THE MONTH

           
        
     
      
    
    
     
        
         
         
       

Nisha Poddar is an anchor and editor at CNBC-
TV18, with several years of experience  

in broadcast journalism. Poddar’s expertise  
lies in large corporate coverage as well as  

mergers & acquisitions. She has been a well-
wisher of the Foundation for over 20 years.
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Aalok ShrivastavNaghma Sahar

(L-R) Shashwat Kulshreshtha, Vinod Bhardwaj, Lokesh Kumar Singh Sahil, 
Neetu Shrivastav and Anubhav Kulshreshtha Beena Agarwal, Laad Kumari Jain and Vidhya Jain Apra Kuchhal and Alka Batra

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGbt5n8JlcE&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGbt5n8JlcE&t=1s
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An Evening to Remember: 
Celebrating 50 Sessions of Kalam 

and the First Lady of Indian Cinema
A great-grandniece of Rabindranath Tagore and the daughter of  M.N. Chaudhuri, the first Indian surgeon-general, 

Devika Rani had wanted a career ever since she was a teenager. Having received her education in England, her 
rise to fame was as meteoric as it was inspiring. After a chance encounter with producer and actor Himanshu Rai that 
subsequently resulted in marriage, Devika Rani was asked to be involved in the design of the film, A Throw of Dice. It 
was however, Karma, a film in which she acted with her husband, that truly heralded the beginning of her illustrious 
career. Moreover, Bombay Talkies, which she established with Rai, was one of the best equipped studios at the time —  
it was instrumental in launching the careers of actors such as Ashok Kumar, Dilip Kumar and Raj Kapoor. Devika Rani 
acted in several such films; she became a household name and came to be known as the First Lady of Indian Cinema.

To celebrate the life of the legendary actress, and to commemorate 50 sessions of Kalam in Patna, Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation organised a production of Devika Rani, based on the play by Kishwar Desai, as a part of its Chalchitra 
Rangmanch theatre festival in the capital city of Bihar. The welcome note and the vote of thanks were delivered by 
Anvita Pradhan and Anubha Arya respectively, both of whom are Ehsaas Women of Patna. Directed by Lillete Dubey 
— who was congratulated on her work by the state information commissioner of Bihar, Tripurari Sharan — and 
boasting a star-studded cast with the likes of Ira Dubey, Joy Sengupta, Rishi Khurana, Mark Bennington and Pranav 
Sachdev, the show was a resounding success. Here are a few glimpses from the evening.

 A moment from the play Devika Rani
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Chalchitra Rangmanch Patna was presented  
by Shree Cement Ltd in association with  

the Navras School of Performing Arts and  
with the support of Ehsaas Women of Patna

The cast of Devika Rani

The state information commissioner of Bihar, Tripurari Sharan, felicitates Lillete Dubey

 Anvita Pradhan Anubha Arya

A scene from Devika Rani
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When it comes to film journalism, Bhawana 
Somaaya is a name that is widely 

recognised. Having started her career as a film 
reporter, her extensive and varied body of work 
has made her a name to reckon with in the 
Indian film industry. With more than 13 titles 
to her name, including the trilogy on the life and 
work of Amitabh Bacchan, Somaaya was awarded 
the Padma Shri in 2017 for her notable work in the 
field of journalism and as an author.  

It was an evening to be remembered when Prabha 
Khaitan Foundation organised a special session of The 
Write Circle in Lucknow with Somaaya as the guest. 
She regaled the audience 
with stories from her life as 
an author-journalist. The 
moderator was Karishma 
Mehta, Ehsaas Woman 
of Mumbai, while Deepa 
Mishra, Ehsaas Woman 
of Lucknow, delivered the 
formal welcome note on 
behalf of the Foundation. 
Vinod Pandey, General 
Manager of Taj Mahal 
Lucknow, introduced the 
author, moderator and the 
audience to an enthralling 
literary event in the city. 

“The thing about show 
business is that no matter how hard you try, the doors will 
not open for you unless you are destined for the industry 
or are talented,” said Somaaya, as she discussed the 
various facets of the Indian film industry. However, she 
conceded that it is talent that ensures the survival of an 
actor. Having worn several hats as a reporter, critic, editor, 
translator and author, Somaaya’s indisputable talent has 

ensured that her 
career is a long 
and respected one. 
But she confessed 
that she had not 
planned on being a 
writer. “My writing 
was something 
that happened of 
its own accord,” 
she said. What are 

her thoughts on ethical journalism? “Back in the day, film 
journalism was not as clinical and synthetic as it is now,” 
observed Somaaya. “Earlier, there used to be a genuine 
bond between the film journalist and the actors, which 
created a relationship of trust among them.” When asked 

what could guarantee 
success in the life of a film 
journalist, Somaaya had a 
clear and succinct answer. 
“Discipline, honesty and 
a commitment to being 
true to the facts without 
sensationalising the lives 
of superstars,” she said. 
“Film journalism is not 
about delving into the 
personal lives of the stars, 
but about focusing on 
human interest stories.”

As the conversation 
veered towards her work 
as a translator, Somaaya 

talked about her experience of translating the books of 
Narendra Modi, the Prime Minister of India. His works 
such as Sakshi Bhaav and Aankh Aa Dhanya Chhe have 
been particularly close to her heart. “Rather than being a 
work of simple translation, it was something that required 
me to keep the essence of the author’s thoughts intact,” 
said Somaaya. 

The engrossing session drew to a close with Somaaya 
engaging in a lively Q&A session with the audience. 
Kanak Rekha Chauhan, Ehsaas Woman of Lucknow, 
delivered the vote of thanks and the noted educationist 
and theatre personality, Raj Bisaria, felicitated Somaaya 
on behalf of the Foundation.

The Write Circle Lucknow was presented by Shree 
Cement Ltd in association with Taj Mahal Lucknow, 

Dainik Jagran and Lucknow Expressions and with the 
support of Ehsaas Women of Lucknow

For the Love of Films

LUCKNOW

Karishma Mehta Bhawana Somaaya

 Madhuri Halwasiya, Deepa Mishra and Kanak Rekha Chauhan

Vinod Pandey

Mrs. Bisariya

Reena Mitra Kirti Narain

Madhu Chaturvedi

 Professor Raj 
Bisariya felicitates 

Bhawana Somaaya

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axT112c6C9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axT112c6C9w
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Maitreyi Pushpa

Sarvaswarupa Jha

Shweta Aggarwal and Vandana Bhatia Yashika Tripathi

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P46UVSw0Nzs&t=23s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P46UVSw0Nzs&t=23s
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A naturalised British economist of Indian origin, 
the renowned columnist and former Labour 

politician, Baron Meghnad Desai, was awarded 
the Padma Bhushan in 2008 for his outstanding 
contribution to humanity. Desai is 
a global luminary famous for his 
work in developmental economics. 
He is Professor Emeritus at the 
London School of Economics, and 
serves as the founder-chairman of 
the Meghnad Desai Academy of 
Economics in Mumbai. An author 
of several exemplary books, Desai’s 
latest work is titled Mayabharata: 
The Untold Story Behind the Death 
of Lord Krishna. The book tries to 
unveil the secrets behind Sri Krishna 
and his death, the aftermath of the 
Kurukshetra War and many other interesting facets of 
one of India’s greatest epics, the Mahabharata. 

Prabha Khaitan Foundation recently organised a 

session of Kitaab for the book’s launch in Gurugram. 
Shinjini Kulkarni, Ehsaas Woman of Noida, delivered 
the welcome speech as she introduced the author, the 
chief guest, Bibek Debroy, and the moderator for the 

session, Apra Kuchhal, who is the 
Foundation’s Honorary Convenor 
for Rajasthan and Central India 
Affairs. Debroy, an Indian 
economist serving as the chairman 
of the Economic Advisory Council 
to the Prime Minister of India, 
unveiled Desai’s book to begin the 
session. 

Why did Desai name his 
book Mayabharata? “Because 
Maya is the hero of the story,” 
responded the author. “The book 

is sort of based on the blueprint of 
the Mahabharata, but the narrative wasn’t changed. 
I just gave a different perspective on what may have 
happened. I didn’t rewrite the Mahabharata.” 

Lord Krishna died in the end 
because he had planned his death. 
He knew that maintaining dharma 

is a difficult task mastered by 
only a few. He designed the 

technique of his death. Otherwise, 
Krishna cannot be killed by 

anybody else because he is God

GURUGRAM

The Untold Story of 
a Man of Dharma

Ashwani Kumar Goela (General Manager, Radisson Blu Plaza), Anindita Chatterjee, Archana Dalmia, Karuna Goenka,  
Neelima Dalmia Adhar and Shinjini Kulkarni with Lord Meghnad Desai, Bibek Debroy and Apra Kuchhal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DCx7Dw2SXE&t=26s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DCx7Dw2SXE&t=26s
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“We can interpret Maya in two ways; it’s double-
edged,” he continued. “There is the concept of the 
Mayan civilization, and that of Maya Danaav. So, I 
thought the hypothesis that Maya Danaav came from 
the Mayan civilization was intriguing.” 
Elaborating on his discoveries and 
why he felt the desire to connect 
the two, Desai added, “The Mayan 
civilization is now defined by the 
historical remnants of its fantastic 
buildings, which are found in and 
around Guatemala and Mexico. 
The idea of bridging the two came 
to my mind when I studied the 
architecture and construction of 
the Mayans, and coupled it with 
the fact that, in the Mahabharata, 
it was Maya Danaav who built 
Yudhisthira’s majestic palace.” 

Desai’s book is characterised 
by strong women, be it Draupadi, 
Uttara, Kunti or Lord Krishna’s wives. 
When Kuchhal asked about his thought process 
behind writing about such strong women characters, 
Desai credited it to the women in his family. “I was 
privileged to have encountered and had experiences 
with powerful women. I like strong women characters 
in my book. Even in the Mahabharata, Draupadi is my 
favourite female character. She had to pave her own 
way. Although she was married to five people, she felt 
alienated. In a battle of legitimacy in succession in 
the Mahabharata, bearing a son was her only way of 

keeping him a generation ahead of Uttara’s child.”

Steering the conversation towards Lord Krishna 
and his death, Desai said, “Lord Krishna died in the 
end because he had planned his death. He knew that 

maintaining dharma is a difficult task 
mastered by only a few. He designed 
the technique of his death. Otherwise, 
Krishna cannot be killed by anybody 
because he is God.” 

Desai’s book, however, doesn’t focus 
intricately on the conversations between 
Krishna and Arjun, as he did not 
particularly want to focus on a single 
episode, given that the conversation 
is complex and filled with details and 
interpretations. In spite of this, there are 
some exquisite lines on the principles 
of Dharma explained by Lord Krishna, 
some of which Kuchhal read out. The 
session soon moved on to a Q&A 
round, with the literary enthusiasts of 

Gurugram interacting with Desai. It was 
an interesting exchange filled with fascinating questions 
about Desai’s life and work, the story of Mayabharata 
and the idea of Dharma. Vandana Singh felicitated 
Desai, Kuchhal and Debroy before Kulkarni concluded 
the event with a formal vote of thanks. 

This session of Kitaab was presented by  
Shree Cement Ltd in association with  

Rupa Publications and Radisson Blu Plaza,  
and with the support of Ehsaas Women of Gurugram

We can interpret Maya in two 
ways; it’s double-edged. There 

is the concept of the Mayan 
civilization, and that of Maya 
Danaav. The idea of bridging 

the two came to my mind when 
I studied the architecture and 
construction of the Mayans, 
and coupled it with the fact 
that, in the Mahabharata, it 
was Maya Danaav who built 

Yudhisthira’s majestic palace

GURUGRAM

Anant Vijay Vandana Singh Kishwar Desai
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Nurturing The
N u r t u r e r s

Under its Muskaan initiative, 
Prabha Khaitan Foundation 

aims to highlight and popularise 
national culture and heritage 
through various educational 

activities and programmes hosted 
for students across India. To 

commemorate Teacher’s Day, Muskaan 
hosted a special interactive session with the notable 
actor, Ashish Vidyarthi. In a career spanning over three 
decades, Mr Vidyarthi has worked in hundreds of films 
in over 11 different languages. He is also one of India’s 
most prominent motivational speakers and the co-
founder of the AVID MINER organisation that conducts 
inspirational talks, sessions and workshops and provides 
consultations to citizens nationwide.

The session welcomed hundreds of teachers from all 
walks of life and academia. Mr Vidyarthi began with a 
warm greeting as he remarked on the diversity of the 
audience. One of his first topics was the importance of 
one’s journey through life. He addressed his audience 
and blended with them as he shared his life experiences, 
anecdotes from the past and the events that shaped 
his life. One of his favourite memories is that of being 
confronted and scolded by his childhood mentor and 
the vice-principal of his school, a person with whom 
he now shares an intimate bond. Mr Vidyarthi stressed 
upon the importance of a teacher’s influence on students, 

and how teachers could be scary and strict but also 
bearers of invaluable knowledge, advice and support. 
The world would acknowledge them for their immense 
contributions. However, this session was about “nurturing 
the nurturers,” as he put it. Learning can never stop for 
anyone, and Mr Vidyarthi wanted the teachers to learn to 
nurture and develop themselves further. He spoke about 
the evolving nature and situations of life, and the need 
to evolve with the times and experiences of the world 
outside classrooms.

As the session moved forward, Mr Vidyarthi began 
asking the audience to look for ideas, ambitions and 
dreams that inspired them. He talked about how he 
perceived life and how, as a budding actor, he was 
determined to create unique realities to experience during 
his life. Instead of being focused on a single profession 
or kind of work, he focused his curiosity and enthusiasm 
on other fields of life. He emphasised the importance 
of being open to different paths, experiences and being 
more than just a worker or a professional. He asked the 
audience to look deep within themselves and rediscover 
the hidden aspects and attributes they had forgotten. He 
asked for a solemn promise that these values and quests 
would be taught to their students, so that when the world 
of their childhood changes, they take on the new world 
with a fresh, vigorous and welcoming attitude. 

The session was conducted with the purpose of urging 
teachers to take the time to venture down the untrodden 
paths they desire to explore, to imbue their lives with 
purpose and become better human beings so that they 
can nurture the youth. With his wisdom, Mr Vidyarthi 
was able to captivate the audience and win their hearts 
and minds.

Muskaan reaches out to children across the 
country to participate in similar educational and 
cultural programmes with teachers, social workers, 
environmentalists and pioneers in their fields. It aims 
to impart knowledge and awareness about many such 
social, cultural and environmental issues. People can 
always follow Muskaan’s channels and social networks for 
updates and further details.

Subhrajyoti Maitra 
Class XII, Don Bosco Park Circus

Muskaan is presented by Shree Cement Ltd

Ashish Vidyarthi

The audience

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrYWdovaI7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrYWdovaI7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrYWdovaI7M
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Pratyaksha Sinha

Kanak Rekha Chauhan

Malavika Joshi

Santosh Shekhar

V.P. Vaidik

Neelima Dalmia Adhar

Preeti Gill

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD0hEo7hjxA&t=58s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD0hEo7hjxA&t=58s
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Alpana Mishra Deepa Mishra

Poonam Anand

 Mayank Murari

Seema Singh

Shagufta

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5dAwQrXg0s&t=31s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5dAwQrXg0s&t=31s 
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Himanshu BajpaiRashi Garg

Vinti Kathuria, Shweta Bansal and Chandni Chopra Jyoti Chitkara

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M54P7VpMnX8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M54P7VpMnX8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M54P7VpMnX8 
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Dr. Shrikrishna 'Jugnu'Chetan Audhichya

Abhilasha Pareek

Pramod Sharma

Yashwant Vyas

Pramod Verma



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66I5F4XTrAI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66I5F4XTrAI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66I5F4XTrAI 
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Gratitude Springs  
From The Soul

“Acknowledging the good that you 
already have in your life is the 
foundation of all abundance.”

— Eckhart Tolle

When you go deep into the 
present, gratitude arises spontaneously, 

even if it’s just the gratitude for breathing, 
or the liveliness you feel in your body. Gratitude is when 
you acknowledge the aliveness of the present moment. 
That’s the foundation for successful living. You play a 
significant role in what is good in your life. Your talent 
and skills bring an abundance of goodness in other 
forms: some internal, like happiness, and some external, 
like respect. The tricky part is to thrive and reach your 
full potential, and for that, you must have confidence in 
your goodness, talent and skill. Confidence comes from 
a deeper understanding of yourself. And knowing that 
you are good, talented and skilled will foster abundance. 
Believing that you can do a good job is one of the first 
crucial steps to doing a good job, in any area of life. If 
you’re a student, knowing you can ace the test is going to 
make studying for the test a breeze. If you’re a basketball 
player, knowing you can sink a free throw is going to help 
you sink the free throw. If you’re in an interview, knowing 
you are the best person for the job will help you secure 
that job. 

Every September 21, people worldwide celebrate 
Gratitude Day. Busy with the rat race, we forget to thank 
the Lord for what we have. The feeling of gratitude and 
the meaning of a ‘thank you’ are nearly lost today. To 
awaken these lost spirits, Prabha Khaitan Foundation, 
under its Muskaan initiative, celebrated World Gratitude 
Day with the students of Classes III and IV. Suchita 
Maheshwari graced the event with her august presence. 
Ms Maheshwari is an MCM, EQ, mental health and PQ 
RAKtivist — a member of the Random Acts of Kindness 
community. Their mission is to spread smiles all around 
the world. Ms Maheshwari wished for everyone to 

know that they have the strength to better the world by 
practising small acts of kindness. She told the children 
that gratitude is a feeling or showing an appreciation for 
something done or received.

The session started with a lovely speech by the 
Foundation’s Student Programme Advisor, Sumitra Ray, 
where she introduced the purpose of the session and 
the host to the audience. This was followed by learning 
activities and games, one of them being the ‘Gratitude 
Garden’, which had four levels. At each level, we had to 
name five things we are grateful for to move to the next 
level. Each level had its own feelings: for example, the 
feeling of being angry in Level 1, which shifted to the 
feeling of frustration in Level 2. The children had to pass 
virtual places like the Frowny Forest and the Swarm. They 
came up with so many things they were grateful for, and 
it was heart-warming to see them realise the importance 
of the people, privilege and other things in their lives. The 
fourth level was the Gratitude Garden, where children 
discovered the Gratitude Pebble. This can calm you down, 
irrespective of the situation or your age. When you start 
becoming restless, you just need to close your eyes, rub 
the pebble and think of things you are thankful for. Your 
mind may not work in that given situation, but you can 
always be thankful for your possessions and position. 
It is easy to be sad, but it takes courage to be happy and 
determination to be grateful. Gratitude can do wonders 
and lift your mood, as it fills your heart with joy. 

The enthusiastic participation of the children showed 
how they are ready to accept new feelings. They will be 
true to themselves and be grateful for what they have, be 
it gratitude for friends, parents, teachers, family members 
and school, or material things like a phone, internet, 
tables and chairs. Ms Maheshwari even suggested that 
children share their observations with their parents and 
carry the Gratitude Pebble so that it can calm them down 
in dull moments. The games and the Gratitude Pebble 
fostered interest in the young minds and kept them glued 
to their screens throughout the session. If anyone asks me 
what gratitude is, my reply would simply be, “Gratitude 
is a feeling that gives me a reality check at my lows and 
binds me to my roots during my highs.”    

Tanesha Choraria 
Class XI, Sri Sri Academy

Muskaan is presented by Shree Cement Ltd

Suchita Maheshwari

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HG1V9uqaQZU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HG1V9uqaQZU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HG1V9uqaQZU 
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Chakraborty took the opportunity to 
praise Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay’s 
sci-fi novel which was also published 
in this year’s edition. He pointed out 
that Sharad sahitya or puja sahitya 
dates back to the pre-Independence era, 
when a lot of it consisted of patriotic 
poems and verses. 

“Even Satyajit Ray’s Feluda was 
first published as a puja edition,” 
said Majumder. “I would say that the 
Pujabarshiki has done an amazing job 

in keeping the spirit of festive literature alive. Sharad 
sahitya has become prominent in Bengali literature and 
culture, so the tenfold rise in Pujabarshiki’s readership in 
the past decade is not surprising. But I worry about the 
quality and its representation in the future, as I see the 
focus shifting more towards business and profit rather 
than the audience’s entertainment.” 

“Modern-day authors are compelled to accept the 
terms and conditions laid down by publishing houses 
to avoid rejection,” she continued. “The word limit is 
restricted, and writers need to follow guidelines and 
face redlining, whether it’s prose or poetry. Unnecessary 
and unjustified conditions 
restrict creative thinking and 
the flow of the writing process, 
ultimately affecting the quality 
of a writer’s work.” The evening 
did, however, end on a positive 
note — to mark the beginning 
of the Sharad Utsav, the author 
treated everyone in attendance 
to a melodious rendition of 
Rabindrasangeet before the 
closing speech was delivered. 

Aakhar Kolkata was presented by 
Shree Cement Ltd in association 

with Anandabazar Patrika  
and Purba Paschim

BENGAL

Durga Puja is that time of year that everyone 
in Bengal looks forward to. Prabha Khaitan 

Foundation organised a special  session of Aakhar 
at The Conclave to entertain the audience with an 
evening of conversations titled Sharad Sahitya. This 
was a festive literature meet featuring renowned 
Bengali novelist Tilottama Majumder and columnist 
Tanmoy Chakraborty, both of whom discussed literature 
and publications around festivals, including the 
Pujabarshiki. The Anandamela Pujabarshiki is a special-
edition festival publication by Ananda Publishers that 
captures the essence of Durga Puja. The guests were 
eager to know more about Majumder’s novel, which was 
released in this year’s edition.

Bengal’s Flame 
Of Love For 

Puja Sahitya

Even Satyajit Ray’s Feluda was first published as a puja 
edition. The Pujabarshiki has done an amazing job in 

keeping the spirit of festive literature alive. Sharad sahitya 
has become prominent in Bengali literature and culture

— Tilottama Majumder

Tilottama Majumder Tanmoy Chakraborty

Saiful Islam

 Gautam De

 Soumitra Mitra

The discussion on festive literature, the evolution 
of Durga Puja and the changing trends of puja sahitya 
was attended by several dignitaries and renowned 
personalities. Saiful Islam introduced the event, and 
theatre stalwart and the Foundation’s Advisor for 
Bengali Language, Theatre and Film Programmes, 
Soumitra Mitra, delivered the inaugural address to the 
guests of honour and the audience. “Sharad literature 
is an integral part of Bengali literature. That’s why the 
Foundation and Purba Paschim continued this initiative 
during the pandemic via digital platforms,” he remarked. 
Majumder and Chakraborty discussed the origins of 
Pujabarshiki, and its rise in popularity among the masses. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2I5jrXopNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2I5jrXopNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2I5jrXopNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2I5jrXopNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2I5jrXopNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2I5jrXopNw
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Geet ChaturvediUnnati Singh

Pushpa Bansal

(L-R) Mourya Boda, Mansi Malik and Anjum Babukhan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua9vsolRvAw&t=873s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua9vsolRvAw&t=873s
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The word ‘economics’ inspires 
in our minds the names 

of revered economists like 
Amartya Sen, Manmohan 
Singh, Raghuram Rajan 
and, more recently, Abhijit 
Banerjee. What it also invokes 
are myriad images of scholarly 
books and articles dealing with concepts which lie 
beyond the layman’s ambit of understanding. The scope 
of the subject condenses the everyday stories of the 
lives of the people into statistics, which only a select 
group of people can comprehend. 
However, Shrayana Bhattacharya, 
in her book, Desperately Seeking 
Shah Rukh: India’s Lonely Young 
Women and the Search for Intimacy 
and Independence, moves beyond 
the academic jargon of economics 
and tells the stories of India’s 
working women through their 
understanding of the Bollywood 
star, Shah Rukh Khan, in a way 
that they become at once riveting 
and impactful. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation organised another 
session of An Author’s Afternoon 
with Shrayana Bhattacharya at the 
Taj Bengal. 

An economist at the World 
Bank’s social protection and labour 
unit for South Asia, Bhattacharya 
has based her book on how 

women experience the 
Indian economy, analysed 
through their love and 

adoration for Khan and his 
films. In conversation with the 
author was Mohua Chatterjee. 

Bhattacharya spoke about the 
resilience of India’s working women 

and their aspirations for achieving economic freedom. 
The session was introduced by Shefali Rawat Agarwal, 
Ehsaas Woman of Kolkata. 

How did writing come to an economist? 
Bhattacharya admitted that she had 
always been a “hobby writer”, and 
she loved the “act of writing”. “I 
never thought that I was writing a 
book, I thought that I was writing 
a series of journal entry notes,” 
she explained. On the subject 
of economic inaccessibility, she 
pointed out, “The economy is 
not about men wearing suits 
and discussing numbers and the 
investment climate. The economy 
is all about all of us gathered here. 
It is a set of everyday, intimate 
interactions.”

It was only when Bhattacharya 
was sent to the slums of 
Ahmedabad to conduct a survey 
on the garment and agarbatti 
workers that she found out that 
women were tired of being asked 

Blending 
Bollywood and 

Economics

In my book, Shah Rukh Khan 
became a metaphor – nobody was 

talking about him. The women 
were talking about how they 

struggled to find money to watch 
him in a movie. Talking about 

their favourite film star became 
an unusual way to talk about 
women’s access to economic 

independence. They are looking 
for men who are reciprocal and 

supportive; they are looking for a 
family and a society that values 
their work. The women use his 
films and interviews to express 

these things

Shrayana Bhattacharya

Mohua Chatterjee

KOLKATA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jIPJT8KLak&t=32s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jIPJT8KLak&t=32s
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the same questions and facing the 
subsequent inaction. These women, 
she realised, were looking for a livelier 
conversation that allowed them to talk 
about themselves and their daily lives. 
She soon found out that it was their 
love for Shah Rukh Khan and his films 
that they wanted to talk about, and 
that which ran as a common thread 
between them.

“Khan became a metaphor – 
nobody was talking about him,” said 
Bhattacharya. “The women were 
talking about how they struggled to 
find money to watch him in a movie. 
Talking about their favourite film star 
became an unusual way to talk about 
women’s access to economic independence. They are 
looking for men who are reciprocal and supportive; they 
are looking for a family and a society that values their 
work. The women use his films and interviews to express 

these things.” Thus, in Bhattacharya’s book, Khan does 
not remain an icon; he becomes a prism 
through which the author explores 
the lives of women who are united in 
their aspirations and adoration for the 
actor. 

“There’d be no GDP without 
women,” remarked Bhattacharya, 
while talking about how women’s 
labour is grossly undervalued and 
underpaid in the country. “Who’s 
raising our workforce? Who’s 
feeding them and taking care of 
them? In India, 64% of women’s 
work is unpaid.” She added that 
men contribute significantly to the 
problem. “When we start talking about 
women’s issues, men become reluctant,” 

she said. “They are also reluctant to 
help with household work, resulting 
in a world where women are stuck 
in low-paid or unpaid jobs at home. 
Women not only pay higher taxes 
for living alone, but also pay an 
emotional tax because they are 
made to feel isolated and judged for 
desiring a life outside the home.” 

Highlighting the difference 
between the salaried and propertied 
classes of the country, Bhattacharya 
pointed out that the difference 
between the two classes is so high 
that those who do not own property 
suffer from the anxiety of making it 

in life. “All the women in the book are 
trying to own a home to have that sense of stability, and 
none of them actually come from a property-owning 
background,” she said. “SRK struggled with rentals and 
built his house, Mannat, which is why all these women 

stand outside Mannat and stare at it.” Thus, Shah Rukh 
Khan’s success serves as an inspiration 

to all the women desperately wanting 
to make it in life. Bhattacharya’s 
concluding comment said it all: “They 
say never meet your heroes, but if 
it’s Shah Rukh Khan, you definitely 
should!” The session came to a close 
with Anindita Chatterjee, Executive 
Trustee of the Foundation, delivering 
the vote of thanks, and Bhattacharya 
and Chatterjee being felicitated by 
Pooja Poddar.

An Author’s Afternoon was 
presented by Shree Cement Ltd  

in association with Taj Bengal Kolkata 
and The Telegraph Online— 

My Kolkata

When we start talking about 
women’s issues, men become 

reluctant. They are also reluctant 
to help with household work, 

resulting in a world where women 
are stuck in low-paid or unpaid 
jobs at home. Women not only 

pay higher taxes for living alone, 
but also pay an emotional tax 
because they are made to feel 

isolated and judged for desiring a 
life outside the home

This was such a joyful and 
enriching experience! I learned 
a lot and it was so wonderful 
meeting different women and 
hearing their experiences! The 
team from Ehsaas and Prabha 
Khaitan Foundation took such 
great care of me and my ideas. I 

look forward to the next! 
— Shrayana Bhattacharya

Shefali Rawat Agarwal Anindita Chatterjee Pooja Poddar

KOLKATA



International Red Panda Day is 
celebrated every year on the third 

Saturday of September in order 
to spread awareness about the 
declining numbers of the red panda 

population. As of 2022, less than 
10,000 red pandas remain across the 

globe. Prabha Khaitan Foundation, 
under its Muskaan initiative, celebrated International Red 
Panda Day on September 23. A session different in tone, 
this one was informative, illuminating and, most of all, 
fun. 

The session started with the Foundation’s beautiful 
anthem, followed by a formal introduction. Neha Raghav 
took over the proceedings and started 
with a slideshow presentation on red 
pandas. She taught the audience a lot 
about the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
and the fire cats, instantly bringing out 
the enthusiasm in the audience.

Red pandas, found mostly in the 
eastern Himalayas and in Sikkim, are 
small, almost cat-sized mammals covered in reddish 
brown fur on their back and black fur on their bellies 
and legs. But, despite their name, red pandas aren’t 
actually pandas! “They’re called red pandas because 
they eat bamboo just like the giant pandas,” explained 
Ms Raghav. She went on to talk about how red pandas 
are endangered, having faced a 50% decline in their 
population in the last two decades, owing to climate 
change, deforestation and entrapment by locals living 

in the eastern Himalayan regions. “We are connected 
to nature and nature is connected to us,” she said, while 
elaborating on the need to protect red pandas. “While 
there isn’t much we can do sitting in our homes, spreading 
awareness is helpful and important.” 

Next came the much-awaited moment for the young 
audience — the screening of the short film, Pokchi: The 
Red Panda, which took us on a trip across Sikkim! The 
red panda is Sikkim’s state animal. From bamboo-eating 
red pandas that spend most of their time on trees, to 
the fields and mountains of the beautiful state, the film 
explored the flora and fauna of Sikkim, covered the 
diversity of its animals and birds, and was a splendid 
visual experience! 

Before ending the session, Ms Raghav 
conducted an interactive quiz to see 
what the audience had learned. And the 
participants did not disappoint! The chat 
box of our Zoom session overflowed 
with responses. It was wholesome to 
witness the excitement with which 
everyone communicated. As the session 

concluded, it was clear that the attendees left with much 
more information about the adorable little critter, giving 
us hope of raising more awareness about red pandas and 
their survival, thus fulfilling the purpose of the gathering.

Anushka Sachdeva
Class XI, The Palace School

This session of Muskaan was presented by  
Shree Cement Ltd in association with WWF
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The Day Of the Red Panda 
A still from the film Pokchi

 Neha Raghav

Raising awareness about 
red panda conservation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lky8ufKz0bQ&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lky8ufKz0bQ&t=7s
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that even though the title mentions 
the iconic Shah Rukh Khan, Desperately 

Seeking Shah Rukh is, in fact, not about him. 
In the course of her research, she realised that Khan 
becomes the lens through which the women of India 
negotiate with their daily challenges, and try to fulfil 
their aspirations and ambitions. While interacting with 
the audience, Bhattacharya admitted that women are 
usually too harsh on themselves, and are conditioned to 
take responsibility when anything goes wrong — a trait 
that is detrimental to their well-being. Her book, thus, 
presents a powerful commentary 
on the lives of Indian women 
and the way they deal with 
societal and economic inequities. 
Most importantly, it provides 
women with a toolkit to navigate 
the changing landscape of the 
Indian economy and society in 
their search for freedom and 
happiness.

The event concluded with 
Aarti Gupta, Ehsaas Woman of 
Kanpur, delivering the formal 
vote of thanks, followed by a 
book-signing session by the 
author. 

The Write Circle Kanpur is 
presented by Shree Cement Ltd  

in association with  
Dainik Jagran, The Landmark 

Towers and with the support of 
Ehsaas Women of Kanpur

Even though the title of my book mentions the iconic 
Shah Rukh Khan, Desperately Seeking Shah Rukh is, 
in fact, not about him. In the course of my research, 

I realised that Khan becomes the lens through 
which the women of India negotiate with their 

daily challenges, and try to fulfil their aspirations 
and ambitions. Women are usually too harsh on 

themselves, and are conditioned to take responsibility 
when anything goes wrong — a trait that is 

detrimental to their well-being

Why Indian Women Love 
Shah Rukh Khan

 Shrayana Bhattacharya

Madhuri Halwasiya

Geeta Malhotra

Aarti Gupta

 Kanika Vaid

Shrayana Bhattacharya has earned fame and 
accolades not just for her acumen as an 

economist, but also for the unique way in which 
she has explained Indian women’s relationship 
with the country’s economy — through the 
prism of India’s biggest Hindi film superstar, 
Shah Rukh Khan. Prabha Khaitan Foundation 
held its first ever Kanpur session of The Write 
Circle at The Landmark Hotel in the city, with 
Bhattacharya as the guest. The economist at the 
World Bank’s social protection and labour unit for 
South Asia was in conversation with Madhuri Halwasiya, 
Ehsaas Woman of Lucknow. 

The event began with Geeta Malhotra, Ehsaas Woman 
of Kanpur, welcoming Bhattacharya and introducing 
her to the audience. The author has been trained in 
development economics at Delhi University and Harvard 
University, and her work focuses on issues related to 
social policy. She has worked on research projects 
with bodies such as the Centre for Policy Research, 
SEWA Union and the Institute of Social Studies Trust. 
Her writings have appeared in The Indian Express, the 
Economic and Political Weekly, the Indian Quarterly and 
The Caravan. With Halwasiya, Bhattacharya discussed her 
book, Desperately Seeking Shah Rukh: India’s Lonely Young 
Women and the Search for Intimacy and Independence.

On the subject of her book, Bhattacharya pointed out 
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“There are two powers in the world; one is the sword 
and the other is the pen. There is a third power stronger 
than both, that of women.” These were the words of 
the youngest Nobel laureate, Malala Yousafzai, who is 
an example of a girl child who fought for her right to 
education, and succeeded. Indeed, what happens when 
you combine women and education? There is no force 
more powerful than an educated woman who has had 
access to opportunities to develop her faculties. Yousafzai, 
who hails from Pakistan, had been attacked by the Taliban 
for daring to go to school. In spite of her severe injuries, 
she survived to tell her incredible story. Not only did she 
go on to complete her education, but she also inspired 
millions of girls like herself to fight their circumstances 
and demand better opportunities. She also used her voice 
to urge world leaders to take action to secure a brighter 
future for thousands of girls who are still struggling for 
the most basic necessities. Today, Yousafzai is a force to 
reckon with, and is respected by children and adults alike 
for her intelligence and vision. 

While Yousafzai is one example of a girl child who 
took the lead, she isn’t the only one. With the climate 
crisis looming large, there is one voice that has been 
consistent in raising awareness. Greta Thunberg’s name 
is synonymous with climate and environmental activism, 

and she has emerged as one of the most important voices 
putting pressure on world leaders to take immediate 
action to counter climate change. The Swedish activist 
shocked the world with her speech during the plenary 
session of the 2018 United Nations Climate Change 
Conference (COP24), when she held MNCs and world 
leaders responsible for the reprehensible condition of the 
Earth’s environment and the impending climate crisis. 
She, too, encouraged children across the globe to protest 
against the actions of adults today that are jeopardising 
the futures of young people. 

When girls are empowered, they grow into women 
who become key players in society. Sanna Marin, the 
Prime Minister of Finland, is the country’s youngest 
politician, indeed one of the youngest in the world. 
Similarly, Jacinda Arden, the Prime Minister of New 
Zealand, Kamala Harris, the Vice-President of the United 
States of America, and Nagua Alba, the youngest member 
of the Spanish parliament, among many others, have 
become examples of women holding important political 
positions the world over, and are crafting important 
resolutions for women’s uplift and empowerment.

Closer home, Indian women have been at the 
forefront of leading global companies as CEOs and 

Celebrating 
the Power  

of Girls
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MDs. Leena Nair, CEO of Chanel, 
Roshni Nadar Malhotra, Chairperson 
of HCL Technologies and CEO of HCL 
Corporation, Sharmistha Dubey, CEO 
of Match Group, and Aruna Jayanthi, 
Managing Director, Capgemini Canada 
and Latin America, are some of the most 
powerful women in the country and in the 
world of business. As trailblazers in their 
fields, they have proved that women are 
just as capable as their male counterparts in 
their professions. Having shattered several 
glass ceilings, these figures have become role 
models for young Indian women. 

On December 19, 2011, the United 
Nations General Assembly adopted 
Resolution 66/170 declaring October 11 
as the International Day of the Girl Child, 
bringing to attention the 
challenges that are 
faced by girls across the 
world. The occasion is 
centred on the belief 
that adolescent girls, 
when allowed a safe 
environment to thrive, 
study and be healthy, 
end up becoming the 
leaders of tomorrow. This 
day also seeks to raise 
awareness about the fact 
that investing in girls’ 
rights today ensures a 
fair and non-partisan 
future for all. The vision 
sees all girls working 
towards solving global 
crises. And yet, even 
though 2022 marks the 
10th anniversary of the 
Internal Day of the Girl 
Child, girls all over the world still face challenges. 

In its State of World Population Report, 2020, the 
United Nations Population Fund reported that the 
number of “missing” women is 14.2 crore, which shows 
that the evil of female foeticide and infanticide still 
thrives. The UN also points out that around the world, 
129 million girls are out of school, including 32 million  
of primary school age, 30 million of lower-secondary 
school age, and 67 million of upper-secondary school  
age. Only 49 per cent of countries have achieved gender 
parity in primary education, 42 per cent in lower 

secondary education and a mere 24 per 
cent in upper secondary education. Some 
of the biggest challenges to girls’ education 
continue to be poverty, gender-based 
violence and child marriage, all of which 
especially plague countries in South Asia 
and Africa. 

These challenges have been exacerbated 
by humanitarian conflicts around the world, the 
Covid-19 pandemic and the climate crisis. And while the 
International Day of the Girl Child also celebrates the 
ability girls have to overcome even the worst difficulties, 
the responsibility of equipping girls to become equal 
global citizens lies with everyone. Each of us must support 
the women around us in our own ways. Maya Angelou 
said, “I’m a woman. Phenomenally. Phenomenal woman. 
That’s me.” Prabha Khaitan Foundation echoes this 
sentiment, and believes in celebrating the indomitable 
spirit and resilience of girls not just on the International 
Day of the Girl Child, but every day. 

ARTWORK BY SUDIPTA KUNDU

Some of the biggest challenges to 
girls’ education continue to be poverty, 

gender-based violence and child 
marriage, all of which especially plague 
countries in South Asia and Africa. These 

challenges have been exacerbated by 
humanitarian conflicts around the world, 
the Covid-19 pandemic and the climate 
crisis. And while the International Day 

of the Girl Child also celebrates the 
ability girls have to overcome even the 
worst difficulties, the responsibility of 

equipping girls to become equal global 
citizens lies with everyone
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“I didn’t want to homogenise the story of Partition 
through tales portraying a singular image of violence or 
anything that has always been traditionally accepted,” she 
continued. “It’s not us versus them. The reality is much 

more complex, and we must ask the difficult 
questions. In many instances, I let my emotions 
get the better of me, which was reflected in 
some of those stories. I have felt vulnerable 
while writing the book, as I had to learn and 
unlearn so many things.”

Malhotra and Singh spoke about the impact 
of Partition on different regions across the 
country. Punjab was discussed in detail, as it 
was one of the main sites of violence at that 
time. Bengal, too, was discussed, for its porous 
borders and lack of heavy militarisation. Both 
Malhotra and Singh agreed that Sindh as a 
region is rarely discussed in conversations 
about Partition, even though it was severely 
impacted.

To inject some positivity into such an intense 
conversation, Malhotra acknowledged that several stories 
she gathered for her book recounted the beginning 
of many new relationships. “Even though forging 
relationships during Partition feels unimaginable, there 
are numerous accounts of friendship, love and marriage 
that grew out of the creation of two nations, including 
that of my grandparents,” she remarked. The session 
concluded with several questions from the audience: an 
interaction that reflected the fact that Partition remains 
an ever-evolving memory among most of us. 

The Write Circle Jaipur was presented by  
Shree Cement Ltd in association with Siyahi,  

Spagia Foundation and ITC Rajputana, and with the 
support of Ehsaas Women of Jaipur

History teaches us what’s written in the 
official records. It was never about the 

human experience. Younger generations 
need to know about those experiences.” 
These were the words of author Aanchal 
Malhotra, whose award-winning first book, 
Remnants of a Separation, takes a unique 
and sensitive look at Partition. Malhotra 
is an oral historian who believes that the 
repercussions of the Partition of India have 
been felt across generations, and continues 
to have an impact on our lives even today. Remnants of 
a Separation documents stories and experiences related 
to what is possibly the most pivotal event in the history 
of the Indian subcontinent. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation organised a special session of 
The Write Circle in Jaipur, where Malhotra 
discussed the book and her experience of 
writing it. In conversation with her was Vaidehi 
Singh, the Founder-Principal of Maharaja 
Sawai Bhawani Singh School, Jaipur.

Malhotra acknowledged that dealing with 
the memories of Partition is traumatic. “I 
first realised this while talking about it with 
my grandparents, who, too, had to endure 
many hardships,” she said. “The experience of 
Partition is what connects us with those who 
live across the border. It binds us. Our stories 
don’t begin with our birth or with our parents. 
They go way back, to moments and events that 
shaped the future.” 

1947: A History of 
Human Experiences

JAIPUR

 Aanchal Malhotra
Vaidehi Singh

Aakriti Periwal

Mita Kapur

The experience of Partition is what connects us with 
those who live across the border. Our stories go way 
back, to moments and events that shaped the future. 

I didn’t want to homogenise the story of Partition 
through tales portraying a singular image of violence. 

The reality is much more complex. Even though forging 
relationships during Partition feels unimaginable, 

there are numerous accounts of friendship, love and 
marriage that grew out of the creation of two nations, 

including that of my grandparents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bzen1dBjzHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bzen1dBjzHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bzen1dBjzHc
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Dwarika Uniyal

Amit Rajvanshi

Gunjal Sharma and C.P. Dewal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4T88S1-5y8&t=80s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4T88S1-5y8&t=80s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4T88S1-5y8&t=80s
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After receiving his first Grammy Award, Ricky Kej 
was invited by the Prime Minister’s Office to meet 

Narendra Modi. “The Prime Minister expressed his 
desire to launch a music album on the environment 
and climate change at the Paris climate conference. I felt 
honoured to be the PM’s choice for composing an album 
on climate change by collaborating with musicians from 
around the world.” Kej took this opportunity to make the 
album, Shanti Samsara, which featured 500 musicians 
from 40 countries. As an environmentalist himself, Kej 
collaborated with like-minded musicians who had a 
passion for music as well as the environment, and were 
concerned about climate change and the actions required 
to save the planet. Kej spoke about all of this and more 
at a special session of Ek Mulakat organised by Prabha 
Khaitan Foundation in Meerut. He was in conversation 
with Dipali Bhasin, Ehsaas Woman of Delhi.

Kej spoke about his famous Grammy acceptance 
speech. “With my idol, Stewart Copeland, beside me 
during my speech, I just said what came to mind,” he 
said. “And at that moment I could think of Vasudhaiva 
Kutumbakam, which is a Sanskrit phrase that speaks 
of the true essence of living in complete harmony with 
all species, and the coexistence of all life forms and 
elements of Nature. Sanskrit is a poetic language. It 
has an energy of its own. It allowed me to express my 
emotions.”

When asked about Indian music, Kej had some 
valuable words for the audience. “Indian music is not 

Surfing on the Divine 
Tides of Harmony

synonymous with 
Bollywood,” he said. 
“Classical musicians 
are breaking cultural 

barriers on the world stage, following in the footsteps 
of greats like Pandit Ravi Shankar and Pandit Vishwa 
Mohan Bhatt. Sadly, this is more appreciated outside 
India. We must delve deep into our culture and create our 
own uniqueness instead of copying the West. Folk music 
is almost extinct because of the urbanisation of music.”

Kej and the Foundation have also collaborated 
on the  initiative, ReWear4Earth, that promotes 
sustainable living. “The textile industry is damaging our 
environment,” Kej said. “ReWear4Earth tries to encourage 
sustainable fashion and re-wearing outfits. But we need 
collective effort to raise awareness and convert that into 
action. Artists must come together and use their art forms 
to express thoughts and ideas that bring about change.”

After a Q&A session, Garima Mithal, Ehsaas Woman 
of Meerut, delivered the vote of thanks and Mrs Rana 
felicitated Kej with a kantha uttoriyo.

Ek Mulakat Meerut was presented by Shree Cement Ltd 
in association with Dainik Jagran, Crystal Palace  

and with the support of Ehsaas Women of Meerut

MEERUT

Ricky Kej

Dipali Bhasin

Garima Mithal Anshu Mehra

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s4_3qO9Hxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s4_3qO9Hxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s4_3qO9Hxs
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The importance of mental health for achieving 
personal goals has been increasingly acknowledged 

in recent years. Yet, people struggling with mental health 
issues continue to face discrimination. Mental health 
awareness is the need of the hour, and was the topic of 
discussion at a virtual session of Tête-à-Tea organised 
by Prabha Khaitan Foundation on the 
YouTube page of Kahalli. Screenwriter 
Advaita Kala was in conversation with 
psychologist Parul Khanna Parashar. 
Anubha Arya, Ehsaas Woman of Patna, 
welcomed Parashar and Kala.

“I have seen several factors that lead 
to anxiety, panic attacks and other 
mental health issues both in children 
and adults,” said Parashar, who is 
the director of Sanjivini Society for 
Mental Health. “Some of these are an 
increasing dependence on material 
things, competing with others for a better 
life, and a disjointed family. And now, 
social media has become a place where 
negativity is bred and where people chase 
the fancy lives of fake influencers. It’s 
natural to have moments of anxiety and 
depression. You need to know when to 
reach out and ask for help. At other times, 
use the pressure and anxiety to realise 
your shortcomings and turn them into 
motivators for change.”

Parashar then pointed out the alarming signs of 
deteriorating mental health. “When anxiety becomes a 
disorder, it will affect your daily functioning,” she warned. 

“Look out for physiological signs (pain or palpitations), 
psychological signs (uneasiness, helplessness or 
hopelessness), and behavioural changes. Seek help if your 
well-being is being affected. There is a noticeable trend 
that women are more likely to talk about their mental 
health than men. This has to change. Men have to come 

forward, as repressing emotions only 
causes more psychological damage.”

What else causes anxiety or mental 
illness? “I have observed that a poor 
lifestyle and indulgence in stimulants and 
recreational drugs add to people’s mental 
health issues,” Parashar said. “The basics 
for good mental health are clear: sleep, 
nutrition and exercise for the body, and 
freely expressing yourself for the mind.” 
But Parashar also laid stress on the most 
important point: limiting social media 
usage. “You should not become a recluse 
or lose touch with current affairs, but that 
cannot be used as an excuse for social 
media addiction.” 

Parashar recommended some 
breathing exercises and emphasised 
the importance of raising awareness for 
managing mental health issues. “Focus on 
your physical health, practise relaxation 

activities, indulge in a hobby, and find the 
people you can gel with.” Arya concluded the event with a 
vote of thanks. 

This session of Tête-à-Tea was presented by  
Shree Cement Ltd in association with Kahalli

peak Up, Seek Help 
And Find Your Tribe

When anxiety becomes a 
disorder, it will affect your 

daily functioning. Look 
out for physiological signs 

(pain or palpitations), 
psychological signs 

(uneasiness, helplessness 
or hopelessness), and 

behavioural changes. Seek 
help if your well-being is 
being affected. There is 
a noticeable trend that 

women are more likely to 
talk about their mental 

health than men.  
This has to change

Parul Khanna Parashar Advaita Kala Anubha Arya

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9YPr5470wM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9YPr5470wM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9YPr5470wM
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       Poonam Bafna

Apra Kuchhal

Rasheed Kidwai

Roopa Mohandas



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUeA37f-X4Y&t=1028s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUeA37f-X4Y&t=1028s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUeA37f-X4Y&t=1028s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUeA37f-X4Y&t=1028s
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The name Barkha Dutt is 
synonymous with fearless 

journalism. Her deep dive into the 
stories of people in war-torn areas as 
well as her coverage of the Kargil War, 
the Mumbai attacks and the 2004 Tsunami are 
a testament to Dutt’s dedication to her craft and her 
empathy for the struggles of the common people. This 
dedication is further reflected in her book, Humans of 
COVID: To Hell and Back, which documents the effects 
of the pandemic on the ordinary citizens of 
India, a crisis that led to the biggest exodus of 
migrant workers. 

Prabha Khaitan Foundation organised 
a special session of The Write Circle in 

The Story of Ordinary 
Indians Under Lockdown

Chennai to learn more about Dutt and her book. Vidya 
Gajapathi Raju Singh, Ehsaas Woman of Chennai, 

delivered the welcome note before introducing 
the author and the moderator, Esha Dutta, 

Ehsaas Woman of Kolkata. Although 
Dutt’s work may seem like a book on 
the pandemic, it is actually a story of 
tragedy, of the plight of the people, 
and of hope and humanity. “My book 
is the story of India,” said Dutt. “It’s 

not just about the wrath of the virus, 
but how it compelled us to look at our 

relationships again. It does have some of my 
own stories, but it mainly narrates accounts 

of hope, courage and the resilience of our unsung 
heroes. I lost my father to Covid, and although I know 
that everyone who lost someone they loved must be 
going through an emotional crisis, there is hope for self-
recovery. That’s why I say that you’ll find yourself in the 

book.”

Dutt then drew a parallel between her 
experiences of reporting on Kargil and the 
pandemic. “Kargil and Covid were the two 
transformative assignments of my life,” she 
said. “When I realised that the exodus of 
migrant workers is going to be the biggest 
humanitarian crisis ever known, I knew I 
couldn’t tell the story sitting in a studio. This 
is exactly how I felt during the Kargil War. I 
took a break from my fellowship in Oxford 
to write this book, but it was more difficult 
to pen these accounts than I had imagined. 
However, I knew that I was privileged to be 
able to record a historic event, and people 
needed to know these stories. That drove me 
to finish this book and get it published.”

The session ended with a Q&A round 
with Dutt. Deepika Goyal, Ehsaas Woman of 
Chennai, delivered the vote of thanks, and, in 
conclusion, Sunita Shahaney, the Honorary 
Consul of Chile, felicitated Dutt. 

The Write Circle Chennai was presented  
by Shree Cement Ltd, with the support of 

Ehsaas Women of Chennai

My book is the story of India. It’s 
not just about the wrath of the 

virus, but how it compelled us to 
look at our relationships again. It 

does have some of my own stories, 
but it mainly narrates accounts of 
hope, courage and the resilience of 
our unsung heroes. I lost my father 
to Covid, and although I know that 
everyone who lost someone they 
loved must be going through an 

emotional crisis, there is hope for 
self-recovery. That’s why I say that 

you’ll find yourself in the book

Barkha Dutt

Esha Dutta

Vidya Gajapathi Raju Singh

Kaveri Lalchand

Deepika Goyal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1vxMQFkCC8&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1vxMQFkCC8&t=5s
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When one thinks of 
Bollywood, one 

inevitably encounters 
the name of Bhawana 
Somaaya, who, in the 
course of her career of four 
decades, has established herself 
as a noted film journalist, critic 
and author. The enthralling stories of 
Somaaya’s life came to the fore and kept the audience 
engaged as Prabha Khaitan Foundation organised 
another session of The Write Circle in the bustling city 
of Ahmedabad. Shaneel Parekh, Ehsaas 
Woman of Ahmedabad, welcomed 
Somaaya, the audience and the 
moderator of the event, Shraddha 
Murdia, Ehsaas Woman of Udaipur, on 
behalf of the Foundation. 

Discussing her illustrious career 
as a renowned journalist and writer 
with over 13 titles to her name, 
Somaaya highlighted her experience 
of translating the works of the Prime 
Minister, Narendra Modi into English. What sparked 
her affinity towards the Gujarati language? “I was born 
a Gujarati and Ahmedabad has been a home for me,” 
remarked the author. “My older brother used to teach me 
and my siblings Gujarati from pictorial books.” With most 
of her career developing spontaneously, the opportunity 

AHMEDABAD 

Shaneel Parekh
Abhay Mangaldas felicitates 
Bhawana Somaaya Priyanshi Patel

to translate the books written by the Prime Minister 
came without much preface. 

Talking about her experience of translating Sakshi 
Bhaav and Aankh Aa Dhanya Chhe, she confessed that 
she did not want gender to overpower the translation 
since she was a woman translating the male gaze. “While 

translating Modiji’s work, I found him and 
myself. And Sakshi Bhaav was special 
because it was particularly intense, with a 
high emotional quotient,” said Somaaya. 

Despite her close association with 
Bollywood, the author confessed that 
she had never consciously been a history 
enthusiast. This, in fact, became the basis 
of her journey. The author also expressed 
her discontent with the #BoycottBollywood 

campaign. “Nobody has the right to demean 
the hard work of actors and all others involved in making 
a movie,” she said. 

The event drew to a close with an invigorating Q&A 
session with the audience. The author was felicitated by 
Abhay Mangaldas, and Priyanshi Patel, Ehsaas Woman 
of Ahmedabad, delivered the formal vote of thanks on 

behalf of the Foundation. 

The Write Circle Ahmedabad was 
presented by Shree Cement Ltd in 

association with Karma Foundation, 
The House of MG and Divya 

Bhaskar, and with the support of  
Ehsaas Women of Ahmedabad

Writing as a 
Part of Life

Bhawana Somaaya

Shraddha Murdia

While translating Modiji’s 
work, I found him and 

myself. And Sakshi Bhaav 
was special because it was 
particularly intense, with a 

high emotional quotient

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BACS0O0ftqQ&t=54s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BACS0O0ftqQ&t=54s 
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Gagan Gill

Pooja Poddar Marwah

Pooja Khanna

Harkaran Singh

Indrani Pandhi

Rachna Pandhi

Shivam Panwar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFSga5bj6Zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFSga5bj6Zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFSga5bj6Zo
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Geetanjali Shree with Sundeep Bhutoria

Sumit Dasgupta and Ruchika Gupta Kishwar Desai

Esha DuttaPhuchkas of many hues, a unique element of the delectable spread

Geetanjali Shree has done India proud in an 
unprecedented manner — Tomb of Sand, the 
English translation of her 2018 Hindi novel, 
Ret Samadhi, won the International Booker 
Prize earlier this year, becoming the first 
book translated from any Indian language to 
win this coveted honour. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation hosted a dinner for Shree at the 
ITC Royal Bengal in Kolkata, an event that 
was attended by illustrious personalities such 
as Lady Kishwar Desai and others. The guests 
who came to greet the author enjoyed a 
lavish spread of Bengali and Italian delicacies, 
complete with mouth-watering desserts. 
Here are a few glimpses from the evening. 
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When it comes to Prabha Khaitan, not much 
remains unknown. A passionate advocate of 

women’s empowerment and a true aficionado of literature 
and the arts throughout her life, her contribution to the 
world of letters and culture in India has been noted and 
appreciated by stalwarts from the country and beyond. 
It is no surprise that the novels she wrote have become 
seminal pieces of literature that are re-visited by readers 
time and again. 

It is thus only fitting that the Rajasthan Sahitya 
Akademi and the Spandan Mahila Sahityak Avem 
Shakshnik Sansthan organised a seminar titled Dr Prabha 
Khaitan Ka Vaicharik Sansaar at the Press Club of Jaipur. 
The event was inaugurated with the lighting of the lamp 
by the chief guest, the renowned poet, translator and 
Padma Shri awardee, Chandra Prakash Deval, the special 
guest, Durgaprasad Agrawal, the noted litterateur, Mamta 
Kalia, the president of the Rajasthan Sahitya Akademi in 
Udaipur, Dularam Saharan, and the president of Spandan 
Sansthan, Neelima Tikku.

The inauguration was followed by the Saraswati 
Vandana sung by Nirupama Chaturvedi. Tikku began 
the session with a welcome address; she spoke about 
the life and pioneering initiatives of the author, and also 
discussed at length some of her notable works, such 
as her autobiography Anya Se Ananya, and the novels, 
Chhinnmasta and Peeli Aandhi. This was followed by Kalia 
sharing her fond memories of the author, and the varied 
experiences and inspirations that marked her remarkable 
life.

Celebrating a Legend

The chief guest, Deval, shared how Khaitan’s literature 
has been a source of inspiration for his writing. Agrawal 
discussed the relevance of Khaitan’s work for the youth of 
today, and Saharan talked about how her writing can help 
in the uplift and development of Rajasthan’s literature. 
The seminar, which was attended by several literary 
enthusiasts from the city, concluded with the vote of 
thanks by Madhuri Shastri. 
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Prabha Khaitan Foundation is always expanding its horizons 
in the realms of art, culture, social justice and relationship-
building. Aiding its every effort are its associates and the 
Ehsaas Women from all corners of the country, who carry 
the responsibility of the Foundation’s events magnificently 
on their able shoulders. In keeping with this spirit of growth 
and progress, the Foundation conducted meetings in Kolkata 
recently with associates, Ehsaas Women and those who may 
probably join the Ehsaas family. Also present at these meetings 
was Apra Kuchhal, the Foundation’s Honorary Convenor of 
Rajasthan and Central India Affairs. Here are a few glimpses of 
the meetings.

Always Moving 
Towards the Future 

Few things are more 
precious to Prabha 
Khaitan Foundation than 
the bonds forged between 
Ehsaas Women from 
different corners of the 
country. These friendships 
truly symbolise the 
national unity that the 
Foundation wishes to 
foster. Thus, when two 
Ehsaas Women from 
Nagpur and Dehradun 
met recently, it was a 
cause for celebration.

Ehsaas 
Snapshot 

Priyanka Kothari, Ehsaas Woman of Nagpur, and  
Pooja Khanna, Ehsaas Woman of Dehradun, at  

The Doon School in Dehradun

Sundeep Bhutoria, Mansi Kamdar Shah, Anindita Chatterjee, Apra Kuchhal and Manisha Jain meet the  
prospective Ehsaas Women from Guwahati, Rashmi Narzary and Pronami Bhattacharya

Sundeep Bhutoria, Mansi Kamdar Shah, Anindita Chatterjee, Apra Kuchhal and Manisha Jain meet  
Tanushree Kumari Singh, an associate from Delhi, and Shruti Agarwal, Ehsaas Woman of Kanpur
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Prabha Khaitan Foundation has always been at the forefront of promoting India’s 
varied culture and heritage. But at the core of the Foundation’s vision has been the goal 

of foregrounding women’s achievements, especially through its unique initiative, Ehsaas. 
Created to constantly work towards empowering women, the soul of the initiative have 

been the women from different walks of life who have worked tirelessly for societal good 
and have been spearheading many of the Foundation’s programmes and events. Indeed, 
today, when one thinks of the Foundation, one has to acknowledge the contribution of 
the Ehsaas Women who are always ensuring the seamless organisation and execution 
of the Foundation’s events, and making sure that its vision is upheld. With our constant 

journey towards new vistas, we are always excited to have on board with us women  
who have made a mark on the world through their professional and social achievements. 

As the Foundation expands its activities in the historic city of Hyderabad, we are 
delighted to welcome the Ehsaas Women of Hyderabad into the fold!

Moving Forward Together

A visionary thought leader and an awarding-winning 
educationist, Anjum Babukhan describes herself as 

a lifelong learner. With over two-and-a-half decades of 
experience in implementing the best teaching methodologies, 
her book, ABCs of Brain Compatible Learning, is a seminal 
work that is as informative as it is actionable. An empowering 
human development trainer, Babukhan provides key insights 
for educators, parents, and lifelong learners to navigate 
education as well as personal and professional development 
in the 21st century. Having completed her Ed.M. in Human 
Development and Psychology at the prestigious Harvard 
Graduate School of Education, Babukhan, through the 
book and her educational YouTube channel, provides tried 
and tested approaches that parents and educators have 
implemented effectively and confidently to enhance learning 
and development. Babukhan was also invited to be the 
keynote speaker at the Franklin Covey Global Summit held 
in Orlando, Florida in 2019, and is a member of the Franklin 
Covey Educator Advisory Board. A pioneer, Babukhan 
has been a panellist for many major events, and has been 
recognized widely for her exemplary contributions to the field 
of education.

Anjum Babukhan 
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A food scientist who has worked in the production unit of 
the famous fast food chain, Nirula’s, Mansi Malik holds an 

M.Sc degree in Food Science and Nutrition from Lady Irwin 
College, Delhi University. Currently associated with Malik Cars 
Pvt. Ltd, a dealer of passenger cars of Tata Motors and Fiat Auto 
in Hyderabad, Malik is a founder-member of the Young FICCI 
Ladies Organization (YFLO), and has held various posts such 
as that of Treasurer (2006-2007), Secretary (2007-2008 and 
2008-2009) and Vice-Chairperson (2009-2010). She was also 
the Chairperson for FICCI FLO, Hyderabad Chapter, from 2010 
to 2011, and subsequently held the post of Honorary Secretary 
at YFLO for the year 2014-2015. She is presently the convenor 
for the Past Chairpersons Council, which is responsible for 
providing guidance to the current YFLO Chairperson. 

Malik is a practitioner of and believer in reiki, the Japanese art 
of healing. She practises various forms of reiki to heal herself and 
others while maintaining her physical and mental well-being.

Mourya Boda holds a Bachelor’s degree in law and a 
Master’s degree in business management. Both have 

contributed immensely to her success as an animal biotech 
entrepreneur — she currently occupies the position of 
Chairperson at Brilliant Bio Pharma Private Limited, which 
is engaged in the manufacturing of veterinary biologicals and 
medicines. While the company’s 10KL-capacity bioreactors 
for cell propagation and virus production are a first in 
India, Brilliant’s Biosafety Level 3 (BSL-3) containment 
manufacturing facility is the largest in the world.

At present, Boda is a governing body member of Blue Cross 
of Hyderabad and a former governing body member of FICCI 
FLO, New Delhi. She had chaired the Hyderabad Chapter 
of the Young FICCI Ladies Organization in the past. Over 
the last decade-and-a-half of her entrepreneurial journey, 
Boda has comprehended the immense value that a company 
can generate by putting its people ahead of profits, and has 
succeeded in scaling up her business manifold.

Mourya Boda 

Mansi Malik 
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Few pursuits are more noble than helping those who cannot help themselves. 
This is why it is every human being’s duty to advocate for and look after animals. 

Leading the charge in this regard is Ashari – People for Animals, an animal 
hospital that runs solely on donations and caters to the needs of animals rescued 
off the streets as well as those that are immobilised and chronically ill. At present, 

Ashari is housing and treating innumerable cows, dogs and cats, apart from its 
daily rescue and treatment operations, all of which are done free of cost. 

Ashari’s cattle section, at present, comprises a bovine population of 109. The 
funds required for their daily feedings and medication, as well as maintaining the 
staff and manpower required to sustain their ongoing care, come from donations. 

The well-being of animals has been central to the vision of Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation. Under its initiative, Karuna, which focuses on the protection of 
animals, the Foundation has provided financial aid to Ashari. Here are some 

photographs of Ashari’s bovine unit, and the help it received from the Foundation.

Help For the Voiceless 

The bovine unit at Ashari

A cow enjoys a treat

A view of the large unit for cattle More treats for the cows
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Praveen Kumar Jha





Voice of Power:  
Inside the Mind of the  
Queen of Indian Pop

There is no questioning the iconic status that Usha Uthup has 
earned for herself in the nation’s musical firmament. Now 74 
years old, she has been singing for 53 years. A legend of live 
music, her versatility is unmatched: she has sung jazz, folk, 

pop and rock in a total of 17 languages, including Bengali, 
Assamese, Gujarati, Tamil and Malayalam. A beloved 

icon of Kolkata who has been closely associated with 
Prabha Khaitan Foundation for years, Uthup 
spoke to Manisha Jain, editor of Prabha, to talk 

about her sparkling career, her insights on the 
changing trends in the music industry, her 

signature looks and her vision for musicians 
in India in the future.
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Usha Uthup Manisha Jain



You have been associated with Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation for many years. How has the experience 
been for you? 

Yes, I have indeed been associated with the Foundation 
for such a long time now! I met Sundeep Bhutoria so 
long ago that I do not even remember the exact time. 
But it was such a memorable meeting! He is immensely 
vibrant and dynamic as a person, and, at the same time, 
very understated and unassuming. He is doing so much 
for the sake of art and culture through Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation; that is what draws all of us to him. Artists 
of all kinds feel the way they do about him because of 
this quality he possesses. If anyone were to talk about 
individuals who are working steadfastly for the uplift of 
art and culture in India, I am sure that Sundeep Bhutoria’s 
name would figure at the top of that list.

Prabha Khaitan Foundation, under its Kitaab initiative, 
recently launched the translation of your biography, 
The Queen of Indian Pop: The Authorised Biography 
of Usha Uthup, in Coimbatore. Have you ever thought 
about writing your own autobiography, and sharing the 
experiences you have had over the 50 years you have 
been in the industry?

You know, many people have put this question to me. 
They ask me, “Why don’t you write?” The truth is that, 
somehow, it has never happened. I have never really 
thought about it. Come to think of it, I really should 
have jotted down so many things after 50 years in this 
industry! Honestly, though, I have never thought about 
writing my own story. Even Vikas Jha, who wrote the 
Hindi biography, first came to me asking for an interview. 
I never thought that the interview would become a 
biography one day. 

I do have a lot of letters that I wrote to my father. I have 
jotted down all my thoughts and experiences in those 
letters. Sadly, I lost most of those letters a few years ago, 
when we dealt with a case of flooding. I must say that the 
contents of those letters were truly amazing.

You started singing when you were very young, but 
never underwent any professional training. Was this a 
deliberate choice or something that just happened?

It was not deliberate. It just so happened that I did 
not get any formal training in music. But I always knew 
that I had music in me. I love music. I have said this 
earlier: music is not my business, communication is. If 
I can communicate with people by singing a song, even 
within my family, then that is the best thing. My family’s 
favourite song that they like me to sing is Manna Dey’s 
Kasme Vaade Pyaar Wafa. No one could imagine that 
somebody who sings an energetic song like Rambha Ho 
would sing Kasme Vaade Pyaar Wafa.

So you see, there are many sides and colours to music, 
but for me, a song is a song. You can communicate so 
much through the lyrics of a song. To my mind, this 
makes for better communication. If I were trained, 
I would never have been able to sing a song like The 
Windmills Of Your Mind or Listen To The Pouring Rain. If 
you are trained in one genre of music, then you might not 
be able to sing in another genre, if you know what I mean. 

You were born in Mumbai, began your career at a 
nightclub in Chennai at the age of 22, shifted to Kolkata 
soon after, and began singing at the legendary Trincas. 
What attracted you to the city of Kolkata?

I was not attracted to Kolkata at the beginning. But 
I was offered a contract to sing here; that excited me 
immensely. After that, I stayed on here, because of that 
one scandal in my life: the scandal that I eventually ended 
up marrying! And then, like any other wife who stays 
with her husband, I stayed on here in Kolkata. Later on, 
the attraction to the city of Kolkata deepened. Kolkata 
gets deep into your bloodstream, you know? I do not 
know how it happened, or why, but there it is.

We all remember your stellar acting performances in 
the films, 7 Khoon Maaf and X: Past is Present. You look 
vivacious in front of the camera. Why do you not act 
more often?

You see, I do want to act. I hope that, after this 
interview, I get offered more roles and scripts! I am 
waiting to get some meaty roles. I do not want to play 
myself; I want to play a different sort of character. It 
would be really wonderful if I could get a role of another 
kind. I have acted in a lot of films 
with stars like Mammootty, 
Amitabh Bachchan and so 
on. I love acting, and am 
willing to play any role, be it 
the role of someone’s mother, 
sister, helper, a street food 
vendor, anything!
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With technological advancement 
that has enabled the usage of 
software processes like Auto-Tune 
these days, do you think that that 
singing as a profession has changed 
over the years? 

I would say that the sky’s the 
limit now, and that is just fantastic. 
The opportunities available for 
singers today are marvellous. Can 
you imagine that, at one time, in 
a country with a population of 
crores, there were only six singers 
of note — Lata Mangeshkar, Asha 
Bhonsle, Manna Dey, Mohammed 
Rafi, Kishore Kumar and Mukesh? 
Now, because of the electronic media 
and the wonderful reality shows 
that all our talent is being exposed 
to, everybody has got a platform to 
showcase what they have to offer. 
Auto-Tune and the other facilities 
that they have now are marvellous, 
because singers can achieve greater 
perfection. 

The only thing that I would say is missing is the 
warmth. The involvement of several people in a recording, 
rather than it being purely digital, is better. Having said 
that, I must say that I am a compulsive optimist; I never 
think in a negative way about anything. People keep 
saying, “Aajkal lyrics ko kya ho gaya hai, gaane nahi hain, 
tune nahi hai, kuch nahi hai!” To such people, I say, “Sab 
kuch hai”. Give it time to become a classic! I am sure that 
the songs I sang decades ago are not familiar to a lot of 
people now; perhaps they are listening to those songs and 
asking, “What is this?” But that does not take away from 
the fact that today, those songs are iconic. So my advice is, 
please wait! There are many good lyricists and composers 
today; give them some time.

The pandemic brought the life 
and work of performing artists 
to a standstill. At the time, you 
were involved in a lot of charitable 
initiatives that provided aid to the 
people around you. Tell us more 
about that.

 Actually, when you think about it, 
it does not feel nice to talk about the 
good things one has done; or, rather, 
the things that one thinks are good. 
The fact of the matter is that God has 
been kind. Covid-19 ruined the lives 
of so many people. There were no 
shows or any avenues to earn for two 
years. I shared the meagre amounts 
of money I earned during those times 
with everybody. Nobody’s salary was 
cut. All the technicians were paid. I am 
grateful to God that I could help the 
people around me.
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The opportunities available for 
singers today are marvellous. Can 
you imagine that, at one time, in a 

country with a population of crores, 
there were only six singers of note 
— Lata Mangeshkar, Asha Bhonsle, 

Manna Dey, Mohammed Rafi, 
Kishore Kumar and Mukesh? Now, 
because of the electronic media 
and the wonderful reality shows 

that all our talent is being exposed 
to, everybody has got a platform to 
showcase what they have to offer. 
Auto-Tune and the other facilities 

that they have now are marvellous, 
because singers can achieve 

greater perfection

There are many sides and colours to music, but for 
me, a song is a song. You can communicate so much 
through the lyrics of a song. To my mind, this makes 
for better communication. If I were trained, I would 

never have been able to sing a song like The Windmills 
Of Your Mind or Listen To The Pouring Rain. If you  

are trained in one genre of music, then you  
might not be able to sing in another genre
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Remember that the song is always bigger  
than the singer. You have to make the song your  
own and really do it your way. Do not try to be  
like other people. I cannot sing like Hariharan, 

Shankar Mahadevan, Shreya Ghosal or Arijit Singh, 
but hey, they cannot sing like me! So, you learn to 
do your own thing. More than anything else, what 

matters is not whether you are a good or a bad singer; 
it is about how original you are

A musical instrument you cannot live 
without?

Bass guitar! 

Your favourite international music 
composer?

Santana and Quincy Jones.

What is playing on repeat on your playlist 
right now?

I am learning the Puja song!

Which identity do you associate yourself 
most with — a stage performer, a nightclub 
performer or a playback singer? 

I would call myself a stage performer — 
more like a live music singer!

Let us talk a little bit about your legendary looks — the 
beautiful Kanjeevaram sarees, the gajras and the bindis. 
Few would have thought that such a unique ensemble 
would be seen on performers singing jazz at nightclubs, 
but you have carried it off so beautifully! Was there a 
thought process behind this?

No, there was nothing. There was no marketing or 
positioning involved; it was all circumstantial, like you 
said before. I grew up in a musical family. My two elder 
sisters got to learn a little bit of Carnatic music, but I 
did not get that chance. I come from a very middle-class 
family. I was the fifth of six children. By the time it came 
to me, my parents probably did not think I had it in me 
to learn Carnatic music. As far as my on-stage looks 
go, if I look back, I think I was caught in my own web. I 
turned this into an iconic look, and now, I cannot travel 
anywhere without my bindi! Even the security personnel 
at airports point it out to me if I am not wearing a bindi; 
they say, with a proprietary air, “Arre, aap bindi nah 
lagaye aaj!” or “Oh ma! Aaj ki holo!” As I said, I am now 
caught in my own web: I cannot leave my house unless I 
am dressed in my saree, flowers and bindi. They are a part 
of my package today. But it was not deliberately planned 
at all. 

What advice would you give to aspiring, talented 
musicians who are inspired by you, especially Indian 
artists who wish to make a mark on the global stage? 

As always, I would tell them, “Hang in there!” If you 
believe in yourself, hang in there, and remember that the 
song is always bigger than the singer. You have to make 
the song your own and really do it your way. Do not try to 
be like other people. I cannot sing like Hariharan, Shankar 
Mahadevan, Shreya Ghosal or Arijit Singh, but hey, they 
cannot sing like me! So, you learn to do your own thing. 
More than anything else, what matters is not whether 
you are a good or a bad singer; it is about how original 
you are. So hang in there, and remember that there is no 
substitute for hard work.

Rapid Fire  
With Usha 
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